F - THE MARK OF THE BEAST
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يشوع هو
INTRODUCTION

If the beast is the reviving Islamic empire, obviously, the mark of servitude must be linked with this kingdom. The beast-kingdom is in Middle East, anyway the submission to the beast is international. Why? Remember there are more than 1600 millions of Muslims spread all over the world, some of them are pacifics (far from the real Islam), other one are actives (real Muslims, that killing and dying as a martyr for the cause of Allah, the God of Islam). In other words, outside the beast-kingdom, there are many millions slaves of the beast.

Inside the Middle East beast-kingdom, non-Muslims wouldn't be able to buy or sell without the mark of the beast. Anyway, I believe, outside the beast-kingdom people could buy or sell without the mark; maybe in a very limited way, because this huge war will cause world economic crisis.

That's why today, non-Muslims are persecuted in all Islamic countries (raped, killed, jailed, or forced to convert to Islam). Revelation 13:15 seems very close to fulfill. Those who refuse to convert to Islam will be killed (Page 107).

“And he (the anti-Messia) had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would not worship (kneel down) the image of the beast (an Islamic idol) should be killed.” Revelation 13:15

The three and half years of the Beast Authority didn't happen yet; anyway the prophecy declared by Yeshua seems to fulfill right now:

“For many shall come in my name, saying, I am the Messia; and shall lead many astray. And ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars; see that ye be not troubled: for [these things] must first come to pass; but the end is not yet. For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom; and there shall be famines and earthquakes in divers places. But all these things are the beginning of travail. Then shall they deliver you up unto tribulation, and shall kill you: and ye shall be hated of all the nations for my name`s sake.” Mattityahn 24:5-9

Wars, Earthquakes, Famines, Persecution of Jews and Christians! Exactly what happens in Muslim countries from Africa to Middle East.
THE SUBMISSION TO THE BEAST-KINGDOM

“And he (the anti-Messia) had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would not worship (kneel down) the image of the beast (an Islamic idol) should be killed.” Revelation 13:15

WORSHIP = STRONG 4352 (PROSKUNEO) = The kneel down.

Among Persia, to fall upon the knees and touch the ground with the forehead as an expression of profound reverence; in the Brit Chadashah (Renewed Covenant), by kneeling or prostration to do homage (to one) or make obeisance, whether in order to express respect or to make supplication used of homage shown to men and beings of superior rank to the Jewish high priests.

MARK = STRONG 5480 (CHARAGMA) = a sculpture, a stamp, a sign.

The Charagma was originally any impress on a coin or a seal, used by an engraver on a die (stamp, branding iron). Later became "the identification-marker" (like with an owner’s unique "brand-mark"). [Ancient documents were validated by such stamps or seals. We can conclude that the Mark must be physical and visible.

THE MULTITUDE OF THE BEAST

In others codex of Revelation, we can find as the "number of the beast", 614, 616, 646 or 656 (Papyrus 115 or codex Sinaiticus). So why all the
modern scripts trust the codex Vaticanus with 666? The translators probably thought the three symbols that identify the "beast code" were in Greek. In fact, Yojanan (John) drew symbols he didn't know; the “beast code” he saw was in Arabic, the language used by Islam.

Rewriting Revelation 13 using "Strong's concordance" could be similar to:

RIGHT HAND = STRONG 1188 (DEXIOS) = Right hand, right side.
MARK = STRONG 5480 (CHARAGMA) = A sculpture, a stamp, sign.
NUMBER = STRONG 706 (ARITHMOS) = A number, a multitude, an indefinite number.

“The second beast (the anti-Messia) also forced all people (inside the Beast-Kingdom), small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to have a visible mark (Charagma) on their right part (Dexios) or on their forehead. No person could buy or sell save he has this mark, the name of the beast or he belongs to the multitude of the Beast-Kingdom. A person that has understanding can find the meaning. This requires wisdom. This multitude (Arithmos) is the multitude of a man (False prophet Muhammad). That is codified by “The name of Allah” (non-Greek symbols similar to the Greek Sequence “Ki (600) Xi (60) Sigma (6)”.” Revelation 13:16-18

This is the “Beast Code” from Codex Vaticanus written in the year 350 AD: 3 symbols similar to the Greek “Ki (600) Xi (60) Sigma (6)”; this is NOT 666.
[1] The symbol to the left corresponds to the common Greek symbol “XI = 60” found in the codex Vaticanus in the “Beast sequence” known as “666”; notice that the strange bar is not common to the Greek “XI” and it’s not represented in the same codex on top of other Greek symbols “XI”.

[2] The symbol to the right is the Arabic name of ALLAH. Arabic is calligraphic language, you can easily rotate Arabic words keeping its sense.


[4] This is the Arabic name of ALLAH (its shape looks like a snake).
[5] This is the Islamic badge that Muslims wear on their right arm.

Young people are wearing the Mark (Revelation 13:16); this could be the consequence of their parent's curse (Exode 20:5).

Fundamentalists wear during jihad a special mark on their forehead; usually it is written the Islamic declaration of faith “There is no god but Allah and Muhammad is his messenger”; in another word this declaration denies YHWH and his son YESHUA, a double blasphemy.
“You are not to make an image or picture of anything in heaven or on the earth or in the waters under the earth: You may not go down on your faces before them or give them worship: for I, the Lord your God, am a God who will not give his honour to another; and I will send punishment on the children for the wrongdoing of their fathers, to the third and fourth generation of my haters.” Exodus 20:4-6

As explained in page 42, young Muslims are taught to hate Jews and to die for the cause of Allah: “In one song on the “Children’s Club,” very young children are shown singing songs about wanting to become “suicide warriors” and to take up “a machine gun” to direct “violence, anger, anger, anger” against Israelis. During the show, which features children aged 4-10, one young boy sings, “When I wander into Jerusalem, I will become a suicide bomber.” Afterward, other children stand to call for “Jihad! Holy war to the end against the Zionist enemy.” In another segment, a boy who appears to be no more than 8 or 9 years old chants: “My patience has run out. All Arab existence cries for revenge” against the Jews in Israel.”[1]

[6] These two visible marks refer to an evil system against Jews.